Constituent-specific material behavior of soft biological tissue: experimental quantification and numerical identification for lung parenchyma.
In this study, we present a method to experimentally quantify and numerically identify the constituent-specific material behavior of soft biological tissues. This allows the clear identification of the individual contributions of major load-bearing constituents and their interactions in the constitutive law. While the overall approach is applicable for many tissues, here it will be presented for the identification of a sophisticated constituent-specific material model of viable lung parenchyma. This material model will help to better model the effects of various lung diseases that feature altered fiber content in the lungs, such as emphysema or fibrosis. To experimentally quantify the mechanical properties of collagen, elastin, collagen-elastin-fiber interactions, and ground substance, we examined 18 collagenase and elastase treated rat lung parenchymal slices. The mechanical contributions of the collagen and elastin fibers in the living tissue were inferred from uniaxial tension tests comparing the behavior before and after the selective digestion of the respective fibers. In order to also obtain the mechanical influence of the ground substance, we consecutively treated the samples with both proteases. Collagen and elastin fibers are morphologically interconnected. Thus, a mechanical interaction between these fibers appears likely, but has not yet been experimentally verified. In this paper, we propose an experimental method to quantitatively assess the mechanical behavior of these collagen-elastin-fiber interactions. Based on our experiments, we have identified individual material models within a nonlinear continuum mechanics framework for each load-bearing component via an inverse analysis. The proposed constituent-specific material law can be incorporated into computational models of the respiratory system to simulate and even predict the behavior and alteration of the individual constituents and their effect on the whole respiratory system during normal and artificial breathing, in particular in the case of diseases that alter the fibers in the tissue.